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Introduction

I f you’re thinking of going out on your own, chances are

you’re the type of person who likes to forge a new path.

You have a lot of energy, and I suspect you put your all

into the work you feel passionate about. You have places

to go people to see, and things to do, which means you

have to find the most efficient and effective way to do

everything — and that includes your freelance practice.

This book is a good place to start. It combines the

knowledge of a host of freelancers: an accountant,

computer trainer, graphic designer, writer, desktop

publisher, market researcher and personal services

planner, medical transcriber, event planner, and more.

Some of the freelancers who contributed to this book

have been around a long time; others are more recent

additions to the club. But all have tips to share.

About This Book

When I embarked on the freelance trail, every day I felt

as if I were making it up as I went along. Fortunately for

you, you don’t have to do that. You have this book! Read

it, and you’ll get a head start, avoid some drastic

mistakes, and have a lot of fun.

This book helps you understand how to get your business

started, jumpstart a business you’ve had for years, find



new clients, establish your rates, set up your office, keep

your books, pay taxes, buy insurance, advertise your

business, and more! Use it as a ready reference or as

moral support.

Foolish Assumptions

Because you’ve picked this book off the shelf, I assume

you’re a freelancer or thinking of becoming one. You may

already have an area of specialty or you may have great

skills and want to figure out how to market them. This

book can help you focus your search for a freelance

niche. In any case, I think you’ll enjoy Freelancing For

Dummies. By using this book, you can unearth new

opportunities, set up your business, or just get support

when times are lean. And if you’re wavering in your

resolve to jump into the freelance fray, this book reminds

you why you thought this path was a good idea in the

first place.



How This Book Is

Organized

When you’re going into business for yourself, you need to

become an expert at a lot of things in a very short time.

This book tells you what you need to know about any and

every facet of freelancing quickly and easily in six easy

parts that cover every major area of starting and running

your own freelancing business. The following is a

summary of each part.



Part I: Getting Ready to Go It

Alone

Will you thrive in the freelance world? No crystal ball

can predict your future, but you can look for signs to

help you avoid unpleasant surprises. Before you redefine

your life, start with the chapters in this part to see if you

and freelancing are a good fit. This part helps you

evaluate your strengths and weaknesses, identify viable

freelance opportunities, and get ready to make your

break from the corporate world.



Part II: Opening Your Doors for

Business

This part shares information on whether to incorporate,

how to get business licenses, and how to find supportive

experts who can help you with aspects of your business.

It also describes what you’ll need in the way of office

equipment and suggests smart ways of organizing your

time.



Part III: Bringing Your Work to

Life

This part helps you prepare to serve your clients’ needs

in the most efficient and effective way. It describes and

offers tips on creating a professional image, creating

demand for your services, finding and managing clients,

evaluating jobs and projects, and staying current in your

field.



Part IV: Managing Your Money

Sure, the work is fulfilling, but you also want some

financial rewards from your hard day’s work. This part

gives you tips for planning, budgeting, and accounting;

tells you how to get paid; gives you guidelines for filing

tax forms and buying insurance; and shares how to

invest for the future.



Part V: The Part of Tens

Like Mr. Blackwell’s list of best and worst dressed, this

part advises you how to look like the star that you are.

The lists of ten in this part include ways to enjoy your

new life, avoid stress, and satisfy clients.

Icons Used in This Book

Throughout this book, you can find little pictures in the

margins. These pictures, called icons, alert you to quick

snippets of information or stories that are particularly

important or enlightening. The four following icons

appear in this book:

This icon helps you find shortcuts that save you

time, money, energy, and gray hair.

Tie a string around your finger to remind you of

these very important points. If you don’t take away

anything else from this book, at least take these tips

and tricks.

This icon introduces true-life adventures of people

who have lived the freelance life. Read all about

how successful freelancers handle touchy

situations, build their businesses, and even decide

that this life isn’t for them.

The freeway of freelancing can be a perilous road.

Heed these icons to avoid collisions.



Where to Go from Here

Whether you’re embarking on your freelance journey or

you’re an old hand looking for straighter paths to follow,

you can get there from here. Whether you start at the

beginning and let Freelancing For Dummies give you a

methodical process that guides you every step of the

way, or pick and choose a few subjects from the Index or

the Table of Contents, every chapter stands on its own

and can answer your questions or soothe your fears.



Part I

Getting Ready to Go It

Alone



In this part . . .

B efore you ride off into the sunset on your gallant

steed, consider whether you’re cut out for the freelance

life and then take some steps to ensure your success.

This part describes the characteristics of a freelancer

and gives pointers on how to ease your transition to the

freelance life.



Chapter 1

Are You a Born Freelancer?

In This Chapter

 Defining yourself as a free agent

 Making sure your personality fits

 Creating your own job description

 Assessing your skills

I n times of old, knights traveled the countryside, hiring

themselves out to fight battles on behalf of various kings

and countries. These brave warriors carried weapons

called lances. freelancers.

If you think you want to work for yourself, you’ll

probably discover that you’re one of a growing number

of brave hearts roaming the business world looking for

Camelot. This chapter explores what makes a freelancer

tick and helps you decide whether you want to join this

merry band.

Describing the Footloose

and Fancy Freelancer


